With increasing competition and pace in the financial markets, robust forecasting methods are becoming more and more valuable to investors. While machine learning algorithms offer a proven way of modeling non-linearities in time series, their advantages against common stochastic models in the domain of financial market prediction are largely based on limited empirical results. The same holds true for determining advantages of certain machine learning architectures against others. This study surveys more than 150 related articles on applying machine learning to financial market forecasting. Based on a comprehensive literature review, we build a table across seven main parameters describing the experiments conducted in these studies. Through listing and classifying different algorithms, we also introduce a simple, standardized syntax for textually representing machine learning algorithms. Based on performance metrics gathered from papers included in the survey, we further conduct rank analyses to assess the comparative performance of different algorithm classes. Our analysis shows that machine learning algorithms tend to outperform most traditional stochastic methods in financial market forecasting. We further find evidence that, on average, recurrent neural networks outperform feed forward neural networks as well as support vector machines which implies the existence of exploitable temporal dependencies in financial time series across multiple asset classes and geographies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the early beginnings of capital markets, investors have tried to gain a competitive advantage over other market participants, and being able to accurately predict time series undoubtedly represents a constant topic of interest for market participants. Given the growth in available data sources and the increasing interconnectedness of investors, fast and efficient decision making is becoming more important than ever. Machine learning algorithms offer capabilities in approximating non-linear functions, dealing with noisy, non-stationary data, and discovering latent patterns in datasets. With advances in machine learning throughout the last *Corresponding author decades, most notably tackling issues arising from gradient flow which made recurrent networks impractical [40] , [67] , as well as significant progress in efficient computing using tensor operations on GPUs, machine learning algorithms pose a highly attractive option for financial time series forecasting. Yet, despite the fast-growing importance of machine learning in the financial industry, the degree of academic consolidation and standardization in this field is still comparably sparse. Notwithstanding an increasing number of papers being released within this area of research over the course of the late 20th-and early 21st century, the literature currently fails to provide a compelling analysis of the different algorithms and their respective findings. Therefore, our study conducts a comprehensive, systematic review of existing works on trading algorithms to close this gap in contemporary research. Apart from providing an overview over the evolution of research in the application of machine learning in financial markets, this paper also suggests and confirms robust hypotheses about the performance of certain classes of algorithms based on rank analyses. For a comparison between different machine learning models through direct application, one would have to compile vast amounts of data from different exchanges and implement a large variety of different trading strategies. By gathering a large number of samples from different experimental methodologies, our study avoids capturing biases from authors using different financial interfaces and datasets and, thus, converges towards representing true differences between the actual algorithm classes.
In regard to the rank analyses, our main research hypothesis states that machine learning algorithms offer superior predictive performance to stochastic models due to their ability to capture recurring non-linear patterns in time series. As most modern supervised machine learning algorithms are trained using cross-validation, the resulting forecasts remain smooth, i.e., generalizable enough to avoid overfitting on the training data set, while still taking into account non-linearities. We further expect recurrent machine learning algorithms to systematically outperform purely feed-forward models in time series forecasting given their potential to model temporal dynamics, i.e., long-term dependencies within time series.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a brief introduction to machine learning in financial market prediction while section III reviews existing literature on surveys and meta-studies in this field. Section IV outlines the research methodology and provides summary statistics of the dataset. Section V presents the findings of our analysis across measures, markets and time. Lastly, section VI concludes and presents some challenges for future research, followed by the table of studies.
II. MACHINE LEARNING IN FINANCIAL TIME SERIES

PREDICTION
While the term Machine Learning remains ill-defined to some degree in contemporary literature, it can be broadly referred to as a process where a system interacts with its environment in such way that the structure of the system changes, and that this interaction process itself changes as a consequence to structural alterations. This is an abridged modification of a definition coined by [119] which was applied to the concept of neural networks by [66] . Within this highlevel theorem, there are three main learning paradigms which each having different application areas in financial time series prediction.
Supervised learning is used for prediction tasks where a dataset with inputs and labeled targets is available. This may, for instance, entail using technical market indicators to predict whether the next day's stock price will go up (1) or down (0) (binary classification). Apart from classification, supervised learning algorithms may also perform regression tasks, i.e. predicting a continuous value instead of a class label. Taking the stock price example from above, this would translate to predicting the actual stock price or return instead of labeling winners and losers. Based on the results from forecasting or classification, there are several choices of financial interface, including building portfolios in a multi-asset classification/forecasting task [155] , systematic timing strategies [157] or simpler buy-and-hold strategies for single asset experiments (which can be found in the majority of all studies which we include in our survey). Unsupervised learning algorithms are usually designed for tasks that precede supervised learning, for instance, clustering or dimensionality reduction. An unsupervised learning algorithm may, for example, cluster stocks according to the similarity of their input features. The resulting cluster can then be further used for supervised classification [70] . Reinforcement learning is radically different from the two aforementioned paradigms in that it is based on an actionresponse model. Reinforcement learning algorithms learn certain action policies which maximize expected rewards. Thus, they are highly applicable to environments where actions and rewards are clearly defined, such as board games. The reinforcement learning process is commonly based on a value function which expresses the expected reward for an action undertaken at the current state of the system. In stock market forecasting, finding a suitable value function represents a major challenge, which is why other approaches, such as direct reinforcement using differential metric optimization objectives, have been proposed [122] . The application of machine learning algorithms to financial time series has been covered by a large range of authors throughout the last two decades. Stemming from the simplest multi-layer perceptrons, state-of-the-art deep learning algorithms have evolved to capture time dynamics through recurrent neural architectures, and, specifically, gated neuron designs which allow for capturing long-term dependencies in time series (e.g., Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [67] ). Yet, while machine learning techniques are well suited for a variety of approximation tasks, they represent so-called 'blackbox' models, meaning that their output behavior cannot be fully explained. In an on-line learning context, this property implies a lack of decision transparency which is essential for interpreting individual model outputs. This characteristic is especially vital in the case of abnormal market movements as the forecasting error may increase sharply for outlier events. Therefore, standardization and transparency in financial machine learning research are pivotal in illustrating varying behaviors across asset-and algorithm classes.
III. LITERATURE
As aforementioned, while existing research covers a variety of different algorithms, inputs, and concepts, there are few examples of studies which attempt to systematically review and compare existing works. [7] present a list of soft computing methods (including machine learning, evolutionary computing, and fuzzy logic) used in various research papers on trading algorithms. Their study largely serves as a passive reference due to its limited scope of analysis. While they conclude that soft computing algorithms represent a feasible stock forecasting method, they also note that "[...] difficulties arise when defining the structure of the model (the hidden layers the neurons etc.). For the time being, the structure of the model is a matter of trial and error procedures.". A highly comprehensive perspective is provided by [19] who present a brief overview of applications of computational intelligence to financial data in studies from 2009-2015. Apart from the survey, the paper establishes a standardized framework for constructing these algorithms. [9] presents similar results, concluding that artificial intelligence algorithms generally possess a higher accuracy than comparable statistical methods. Nevertheless, his study denies evidence of outperformance on an absolute scale. Our study addresses this doubt with a ranking analysis and finds significant evidence of the outperformance of machine learning against traditional stochastic models. Practical-methodical studies on machine learning trading algorithms occasionally provide comparative data within their specific scope of parameters (for instance, in the case of [79] , this is given by text mining algorithms with news sentiment inputs).
IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Meta-Analysis
We conduct our investigation using meta-analysis techniques. [58] define meta-analysis as the statistical analysis of a large collection of results from individual studies for the purpose of integrating the findings. A similar definition was proposed by [145] who state that meta-analysis is a set of quantitative techniques for evaluating and combining empirical results from different studies. Originally designed for application in health sciences, marketing or education [43] , this technique is increasingly applied in economics and finance where meta-analysis is commonly referred to as metaregression analysis [75] , [153] , [154] . Due to the heterogeneity of the subgroups within our sample (i.e., individual experiments conducted by studies), a parametric approach which makes hypotheses based on the comparison of subgroup parameters is unfeasible. The same is true for trying to find factors which influence performance: The lack of standardized testing metrics, standard testing datasets as well as studyspecific information on optimization algorithms and weight initialization makes it impossible to form a meaningful metaregression analysis. These aspects are further detailed in the next subsection. Instead, we pursue an approach which evaluates algorithm classes based on their relative rank in subgroup experiments. While this methodology still lacks exhaustive explanatory power on an aggregate level, a pairwise rank analysis based on the same scoring system uncovers meaningful performance differences between algorithm classes.
B. Meta Statistics
Our data collection procedure encompassed an initial, unfiltered collection of 260 papers. The papers were originally sourced from Google Scholar and SciVerse Science Direct. For each of these sources, we selected the first 50 most relevant papers listed under the key terms "Artificial Intelligence + Financial forecasting", "Machine learning + trading" and "Market prediction + artificial intelligence". Subsequently, we gathered relevant references from these results, added them to the collection and removed duplicates, a procedure which was completed in August 2018. Thereafter, we filtered out scientific papers which did not comply with our self-imposed guidelines:
1) The paper/report demonstrates an application of a machine learning algorithm to forecasting or supporting trading decisions given a time series based on the prices of a publicly traded asset 2) The paper/report provides adequate numerical performance results 3) The paper/report has been published in a peer-reviewed journal or at a peer-reviewed conference This procedure left us with a total of 170 papers to include in our analysis. From these papers, we extract a total of 2085 performance values from 225 individual experiments (one experiment for every distinct asset with more than one algorithm tested) which we use for the subsequent rank analyses.
C. Dataset 1) Assets: The studies presented in our dataset encompass an aggregate total of 11 distinct asset classes (stock, index, FX, ETF, mutual fund, commodity, future, option, crypto, bond, money market instrument). In the table of studies, the asset class is indicated in brackets after the specific asset used. If a study presents multiple assets, they are separated with a vertical bar. Furthermore, if the number of assets for a distinct group (e.g., 'stock') exceeds 3, they are not itemized by name.
2) Market geographies: This section analyses the market geographies for the asset classes used in the paper. For FX rates, we indicate the geographies pertinent to both currencies, respectively. For reasons of clarity, we do not itemize geographies exceeding three distinct countries. 3) Periods: The Input Data represent the periods of data used in individual studies (includes training/testing datasets), with the timestep frequency indicated in brackets. When different periods were used for different assets, these experiments are contextually grouped using a vertical bar.
4) Input Proxies/Other Inputs:
The 'Input Proxies/Other Inputs' field indicates the usage of features that are not inherent to the time series used by the paper in question. This includes any added information beyond the values of a time series (or transformations of the same). These inputs are represented according to the following taxonomy: 
5) Algorithms compared:
Our study presents a syntax for creating a high-level understanding of algorithm structures presented by studies on machine learning in financial market prediction. Given the lack of standardization in that field (especially concerning taxonomy), this notation makes a valuable contribution by depicting complex representations in concise terms. 
6) Result metrics:
The result metrics used in studies on financial forecasting using machine learning can roughly be divided into three main groups: Error-based, Return-based, and Accuracy-based. Within our sample, accuracy proved to be the most popular metric, closely followed by annual return and root mean squared error. These groups have different signaling functions related to algorithm-and financial interface performance, which we present and discuss in section IV. The table of studies occasionally contains cells bearing an asterisk; this signals that the study included more metrics than shown within the table which we do not present for reasons of irrelevance or redundancy. Moreover, there are several samples with double asterisks. These signify extrapolation, i.e., integrating an element into our standardized taxonomy even though the study in question does not specifically name the element or is otherwise lacking in information necessary for a definite classification. For this reason, elements marked with two asterisks should be treated with caution as they are based on subjective assumptions given scarce information. It is important to note here that we solely base our rank analysis on performance metrics, excluding metrics such as computational feasibility.
D. Rank analysis
Even though the similarities in metrics used across the studies we reviewed appear to suggest a benchmark comparison between individual papers' results, we refrain from conducting a parametric analysis. Notwithstanding the existence of a sufficient amount of performance results for the same algorithm classes for each geography, we identified key differences between studies during our performance analysis which we believe would render a parametric analysis meaningless:
Experimental conditions
• Differences in performance evaluation and reporting • Different architectures and different practices in varying architectures • Testing environment and validation practices • Length of training/testing sets • Different asset classes and markets (without providing sufficient alpha return metrics)
Result evaluation
• Usage of different performance metrics (see section V) • Different ways of annualizing returns • Widely differing trading strategies Instead, we seek to establish generalizing conclusions from non-parametric analyses on algorithms presented in individual studies. By using an average-over-all approach, we come up with a single rank score between 0 and 1 for a given algorithm type. Our ranking formula separates instances for each paper based on individual algorithms, assets, and performance metrics. Thus, if an algorithm is tested on two assets using three metrics, we receive two instances of three scores which are compiled and later averaged on all studies. For each algorithm class, this procedure can be expressed as follows:
Where N represents the total number of experiments, counting one experiment per metric, asset, and study. Moreover, r n equals the ranking spot of an algorithm for an individual experiment where |R n | denotes the number of algorithms benchmarked in that experiment. In the case of multiple usages of an algorithm class within an individual experiment (e.g., 'ANN' and 'ANN{W}'), we compute an additional average of all ranking spots. Thus, the scoring system allows for multiple classes to attain the same rank score within the same experiment if they have more than one listing in it. This would, e.g., apply to ranks [3, 6] , [4, 5] . Ranks were computed in ascending-or descending order depending on the performance metric used (i.e., ascending for error metrics and descending for accuracy as well as for the majority of return metrics). The results for the most frequently used algorithm classes can be found in Table IV . While these results can certainly be seen as indicative of the overall strength of an algorithm class per se, a direct comparison between classes is not always possible. One algorithm might receive a score which is overall higher than that of another although the two algorithms are never directly compared in an experiment. As a consequence, we ran a pairwise rank analysis visualized in Fig. 1 to be able to directly compare performance between algorithm classes, where
The pairwise rank is computed by performing a simple percentage comparison of two algorithms' relative ranks for individual experiments, Y (a) and Y (b) , given that the two algorithms are benchmarked against each other. Fig. 1 displays these pairwise rank scores leading by columns (i.e., the third cell in the first column can be interpreted as evidence that ANNs only perform better than SVMs in 34% of all surveyed experiments). 'No Data' fields indicate pairs which weren't tested together in any study or bear the same rank scores in all joint experiments For the purpose of assessing statistical significance, we also conduct a t-test against the null hypothesis that mean(Y (a) ) = mean(Y (b) ).
V. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
A. Rank analysis
The pairwise rank analysis (see Fig. 1 ) shows the percentage of times that an algorithm in the column title outperformed its row counterpart. Many of the fields remain empty due to missing data, pointing towards the tendency of studies to compare similar algorithms (e.g., different classes of ANNs), presumably due to the amount of effort involved in constructing fundamentally different model classes. Nevertheless, the pairwise perspective coins several interesting findings. Importantly, given the methodology governing rank scoring and significance tests, observing the sample size in cases where the pairwise rank score is close to 50% is vital as this may still imply that two algorithm classes perform similarly even though there is no clear winner. Evidently, the only trading strategy (Buy-and-hold) included in the matrix performs poorly against neural networks and largely does not outperform other algorithms in any scenario. While Buy-and-hold outperforms linear regression models in 32% of all cases, and random walk in 60% of all experiments, the differences in rank scores turn out not to be significant at the 5% significance level. The same holds true for the surprisingly good result against recurrent neural networks which is merely based on two experiments from one study. As expected, random walk similarly gets outperformed by ANNs in the vast majority of all experiments. It also scores poorly against AR and GARCH models, and fares surprisingly well against linear regression models, albeit insignificantly so. Finding a clear winner among the traditional statistical models in direct comparison is an arduous task which can largely be explained by the fact that in our sample of studies, these models are most commonly used as a 'traditional' benchmark against various machine learning classes and are rarely tested against each other. Taken from all significant results of statistical models, GARCH models fare best against ANNs. ARIMA score even higher, and though the result is not significant, the large sample size (>25) does indicate that the overall performance of ARIMA vs. ANN tends to be more similar than that of GARCH vs. ANN which may suggest that the use of neural networks in returns/price forecasting adds comparatively less value than it does in volatility forecasting. Interestingly, GARCH models outscore SVMs and recurrent ANNs (albeit the result is not significant, stemming most likely from a small sample size). A similar pattern can be observed for the pairwise analysis of ANNs and Fuzzy Logic which are frequently used together, thus resulting in closer or equal rank scores per study. It is worthwhile to take a closer look at recurrent neural networks (ANN{R}) which significantly outperform other neural networks in our sample. While we do not explicitly list them in the pairwise ranking table due to the limited number of experiments, more recent techniques, such as Long Short-Term Memory (s singular = 0.843) and Gated Recurrent Unit (s singular = 0.833) appear to outclass simpler forms of recurrent neural networks which do not explicitly address the vanishing gradient problem, for instance, Elman Networks [50] (s singular = 0.580) although the classes are never directly benchmarked against each other in our sample. Meanwhile, SVMs significantly outscore ANNs which cover similar objectives in classification. While it is difficult to pinpoint the advantages of each method, the significant outperformance of recurrent ANNs against SVMs may indicate the relevance of classifiers being able to detect latent (and, specifically, temporal) patterns in data. 
B. Performance metrics for machine learning algorithms in finance
Relying on accuracy as a performance metric in benchmarking soft computing algorithms in financial applications is problematic. In the papers analyzed within the scope of this meta-analysis, accuracy is most often used in a directional sense. A correct forecast by an algorithm is determined by whether the forecasted variable actually moves in the same direction as the forecast. This definition creates a lack of clarity as some studies define more or less prediction states than others. While most authors limit themselves to forecasting 'Up' or 'Down' movements, others, e.g., [160] provide three desired output states, making it significantly harder to attain a similar success rate to examples with fewer states. Apart from confusing uninformed readers, this might also hinder direct analyses between different studies. Beyond definition issues, it also remains pivotal to be aware of the amount of information on the actual profitability of an algorithm that is carried by the accuracy metric. While accuracy might be a good approximation of an algorithm's general ability, it technically does not convey any information on profitability. Taking an extreme example, an algorithm with high accuracy might correctly forecast many comparably insignificant profit opportunities while missing a small number of large profit opportunities. Based on the studies reviewed in this large-scale meta-analysis, we instead advocate in favor of performance metrics which demonstrate the return capabilities of algorithms respective to their fields of forecasting or classification. Relative return metrics, in this context, take into account the magnitude of the trends that a system discovers. One of the most popular return metrics in the meta-analysis proves to be the demonstration of relative outperformance of a reference index (e.g., the S&P 500). Going a step further, we propose a method based on [53] , [71] , [164] which takes an ideal classifier system that conducts a trading simulation subject to a pre-defined rule environment/trading strategy, and generates a maximum return indicator by taking optimal (i.e., return-maximizing actions) under all circumstances. The metric itself would then simply form a ratio of an experiment's performance and the ideal classifier. The rationale behind this metric is aligned with one of the main paradigms of stock forecasting using neural networks itself: Good forecasts are forecasts that generate returns. While metrics such as alpha do capture this logic to some extent, the ratio shown above allows for the definition of more sophisticated trading strategies than 'buy and hold'. Yet, this metric alone does not exhaustively cover all information needed. For instance, consider that if a system shows low accuracy and high relative return, one could argue that this is the product of learning 'lucky' shared outliers present in both the training and testing set, which is also why our preference does not make the accuracy metric itself redundant. The same logic applies to error metrics: By being applicationagnostic, they add valuable information about the viability of the tested methodology regardless of the type of testing data. Accuracy does not capture this; a set of forecasts may exhibit high directional accuracy and high errors at the same time if these forecasts systematically under-or overshoot the true value. This becomes problematic should the underlying system be tested on different data where directional accuracy is less consequential as a performance metric.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we presented and analyzed a vast array of literature on machine learning applications for financial time series analysis. We collected over 150 relevant papers, forming a large sample containing experiments with different algorithms and asset classes. Following the aim of drawing robust conclusions on the comparative performance of different algorithm classes, we rejected a parametric approach due to the heterogeneity of our literature sample. Instead, we performed purely ranking-based analyses on the performance statistics collected from individual studies, consisting of an aggregate ranking score and a pairwise rank analysis. Our results show significant evidence for the systematic outperformance of machine learning algorithms vs. stochastic models, confirming our initial hypothesis that machine learning algorithms are able to capture meaningful non-linear dynamics in financial time series, and that these dynamics' existence is generalizable across different market geographies and asset class prices. We also demonstrate that recurrent machine learning algorithms tend to perform better at the task of financial market prediction than simple feed forward models due to their ability to take into account temporal dynamics. Naturally, these findings have to be put into an appropriate context given the nature of prevailing research. First of all, there is no standardized dataset for machine learning algorithms in financial applications, as opposed to other popular application fields such as image recognition where the MNIST/CIFAR datasets have become a widely accepted standard. Without norms regarding input data, extrapolation based on the performance of an algorithm for one market or one specific asset is impossible, which is why we refrain from a parametric comparison between studies. The lack of standardized input may also exacerbate researcher's bias arising from the desire to achieve a market-beating performance. Given that many machine learning algorithms exhibit a significant black-box characteristic and are highly sensitive to small changes in parameters, they are prone to data manipulation. As a consequence, we identify a strong need for standardized training and testing procedures which will, as a side-effect, also bolster comparability. Possible steps following this study include collecting a larger amount of studies which specifically test two or more groups of algorithms, i.e., feed forward NNs vs. recurrent NNs or ANNs vs. SVMs. This would be especially interesting for the purpose of comparing sub-classes, such as the ANN{R} variants shortly referred to in section V. While the central aim of this meta-analysis is certainly an informative one, we also tried to discover and explain the relationship between the use of certain performance metrics and prevailing biases across studies as well as offering solutions to the same. Ideally, machine learning approaches should be tested on standardized datasets. Alternatively, they should be benchmarked against an ideal classifier to provide a relative perspective on performance. Furthermore, studies should include indications of the algorithm's performance (error metrics such as RMSE) while also relating its performance to a financial interface/trading system (via accuracy-and return metrics).
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